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The Pinterest Problem

Recent ly, Pinterest , the newest billion-dollar social
network, has been overwhelmingly characterized by
online journalists and bloggers as a women-centered
social media plat form. While there have been
discussions, most notably by Johanna Blakely, which
suggest that  social media neutralizes gender when it
comes to market ing demographics, some of us, like
my friend Goddessjaz, st ill wonder if /how social
media can funct ion to ameliorate social and cultural
problems stemming from sexism and gender
stereotypes. As Pinterest ’s value reaches $1 billion, women–who account for the majority of  social
media users and brand consumers–will most likely be targeted more by advert isers the more the
plat form’s inf luence spreads.

It ’s generally accepted that Pinterest  promotes consumerism and advert ising, as evidenced by
count less images from retailers and publishers (most notably women’s magazines). Aside from the
plat form itself , Pinterest  users play a primary role in how content is curated across the plat form.
Some users promote controversial (non)eat ing habits (see also Kate Moss’ hot ly debated ‘Skinny’
poster) and body/beauty ideals through pinning and re-pinning images. On the other hand, users
also celebrate women’s bodies (part icularly those of  women of  color) through what I call erot ic
curat ion on Pinterest . There also seems to be a growing community of  users pinning and re-
pinning images that highlight  t ransgender issues and experiences. So while Pinterest  might very
well be categorized as a content ious online space for pervasive advert ising and “otherizing” types
of bodies and experiences, it  might also serve as a mainstream plat form to highlight  our faces,
bodies and stories.

Some crit ics have convincingly argued that the recent $1 billion venture capital announcement may
in fact  place Pinterest  at  the center of  the next tech bubble. Yet, regardless of  speculat ion,
Pinterest , as we know it  today, can great ly inf luence the way we communicate, socialize and
organize using visual imagery.

Being that we (our bodies, our ideas, our hobbies, our dreams) drive Pinterest , it  behooves us to
seek out ways to use this plat form to enhance our work in improving the lives of  cis/women, girls
and our allies. That said, however, meaningful content on Pinterest  does exist , such as boards
that feature topics on feminism, LGBTQ, domest ic violence prevent ion, rape culture awareness,
and my personal favorite (although terribly scanty) Gloria Anzaldua. But how might sharing and
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curat ing these images via social networks benef it  our act ivism work and civic engagement online
and of f line?  In other words, how can we make Pinterest  work for us?

Educators, act ivists and researchers may want to consider the following quest ions:

1. How can we use Pinterest  as a media literacy tool to combat sexism and gender stereotypes in
order to ‘t rouble the familiar’, so to speak? (For pract ical ways of  using Pinterest  for media literacy
educat ion, see Media Make Change.)
2. How can we use Pinterest  to organize around issues and disseminate messages using visual
imagery?
3. How might the process of  curat ing images on Pinterest  work as a method for invest igat ing the
ways in which bodies are “marked’”in online social spaces?

Perhaps another important quest ion to consider is whether or not Pinterest  is even worth our t ime.
I want to believe so. As an educator, media-maker and scholar, I f ind it  terribly dif f icult  to work
towards transformat ive inst itut ional change without having the necessary tools at  my disposal. So
here we may have a useful tool in Pinterest . Considering that Pinterest  (along with the newly
publicly t raded mult i-billion-dollar social network, Facebook) is here to stay, at  least  for now, why
not use the plat form to expand the reach of  our projects in ways that benef it  our community
interests?

I recognize the irony of  this query, part icularly as it  concerns the idea of  contribut ing to plat forms
that have histories of  quest ionable privacy and “rights to content” pract ices. Nonetheless, the idea
of involving our work within the Pinterest  plat form as a means to address problems that face its
primary users is something we might want to consider with thoughtfulness and care–even if  it
means choosing not to engage with the plat form altogether.
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